Encryption can protect the confidentiality of data stored in the cloud, but also prevents search. To solve this problem, searchable encryption schemes have been proposed that allow keyword search over document collections. To investigate the practical value of such schemes and the tradeoff between security, functionality and performance, we integrate a prototypical implementation of a searchable encryption scheme into a documentoriented database. We give an overview of the performance benchmarking results of the approach and analyze the threats to data confidentiality and corresponding countermeasures.
INTRODUCTION
Data sharing is essential to companies and government services alike. A striking example is healthcare, where doctor's offices, hospitals, and administrative institutions rely on exchange of information to offer the best level of care and optimizing cost efficiency at the same time. For scenarios like these, moving to the cloud solves many problems: The scalability of the cloud makes resources simple to provision and extend and centralization of data improves the availability and helps to avoid information silos. Most importantly, cloud computing helps to reduce IT expenses -an effect most welcome in healthcare. However, concerns about data confidentiality still prevent the use of cloud in many domains. Traditional encryption is of little help: It effectively protects the privacy of data but also prevents important operations such as search. While efficient encryption schemes that enable generic operations on encrypted data are still elusive, searching over encrypted data is possible: searchable encryption schemes enable keyword search without disclosing these keywords to the cloud operator. The query performance of such schemes cannot match unencrypted operation, but may well be suitable for areas of application such as electronic health records, where data has to be retrieved from a cloud-hosted archive.
In this paper, we investigate the trade-off between performance and security when using searchable encryption schemes for data archives in the cloud. We make the following contributions: 1) We report on an architecture for integrating Gohs Z-IDX searchable encryption scheme (Goh et al., 2003) into a database and present a practical implementation by the example of MongoDB. 2) We discuss the overhead introduced by encrypted search and provide benchmark results on the performance of using Gohs scheme for encrypted search with MongoDB. These benchmarks give a meaningful account of the practical performance and usability of searchable encryption in databases.
3) We give a qualitative assessment of the security implications of using searchable encryption schemes for cloud data archives using attack-defense-tree models. This assessment is generic to searchable encryption and not limited to Goh's scheme. We also discuss mitigation strategies to manage threats by statistical inference attacks.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we review related work in the field of private database outsourcing and searchable encryption.
Private Database Outsourcing. Outsourcing private data to a remote database inherently bears the risk of exposure of confidential information -through eavesdropping, data theft or malfunctions. The key challenge is to protect private data from being accessed by potentially untrusted cloud providers. In this paper, we focus on technologies that protect data within a database. While encryption is the basic mechanism to ensure data confidentiality, providing an efficient database-as-a-service that can run on encrypted data is a challenging task. Several recent approaches try to offer solutions for outsourcing private databases.
TrustedDB (Bajaj and Sion, 2011) and Cipherbase (Arasu et al., 2013) offer SQL database functionalities that support the full generality of a database system while providing high data confidentiality. Both systems use a secure co-processor for performing operations on the cloud server side. The drawbacks of such approaches are at least twofold: On one hand all clients have to trust the secure co-processor with their private data. On the other hand it is not clear how the co-processor scales up in the number of clients connected and the amount of data processed. In CryptDB (Popa et al., 2011) , the authors apply an layered approach that makes use of several cryptographic schemes, where values are only decrypted to a level that is required to complete the query.
Another class of approaches aims at processing encrypted data directly without any decryption. To this day, there are no efficient encryption schemes that enable fully encrypted operation of a DBMS (database management system) without loss of functionality. An early approach for keyword search on encrypted data was published by (Song et al., 2000) . An approach for securely processing exact match queries on database cells was proposed by (Yang et al., 2006) . However, most DBMS rely on other common operations such as range and aggregation queries as well as updates, inserts and deletes. Existing approaches cannot efficiently process this type of queries on encrypted data. A common solution is to reduce data confidentiality to gain query efficiency, e.g., order preserving encryption (Agrawal et al., 2004) may reveal the underlying data order. Most methods can be attacked by statistical analysis of the encrypted data or the access patterns. Another solution is to lose some query efficiency in order to guarantee confidentiality. While (fully) homomorphic encryption schemes as proposed by Rivest et al. (Rivest et al., 1978) in fact allow the encrypted computation of any circuit (and therefore computer program), current constructions (see (Gentry, 2009; Van Dijk et al., 2010) ) are yet too inefficient for practical application.
Traditional databases use indices for efficient record search. The existing methods have been adapted to work on encrypted data (Shmueli et al., 2005) . Private indexing (Hore et al., 2004) enable an untrusted server to evaluate obfuscated range queries with limited information leakage. Wang et al (Wang et al., 2011) propose a secure B + -Tree to efficiently process any type of database query. Encrypted indexbased approaches do not rely on any trusted third parties or trusted hardware. This seems to be a practical and secure method to search in encrypted databases. The next section discusses searchable encryption.
Searchable Encryption. Searchable encryption schemes provide one or many cryptographic data structures called search indices that allow encrypted keyword search for exact keyword matches. A good overview of searchable encryption schemes is given in (Kamara and Lauter, 2010) . In general, searchable encryption schemes do not replace symmetric encryption schemes but provide the search capability through additional data structures -the index (see figure 1 ). To provide keyword search on data, a list of keywords is extracted from the plaintext. This keyword list is used to create a secure index using a dedicated secret key for the searchable encryption scheme. The data is encrypted separately (usually symmetric block ciphers such as AES) and uploaded stored alongside the encrypted index in a remote location. To search over the uploaded data in the remote location, a search token in generated for a search keyword using the secret key. This token is is sent to the remote server. The remote sever can now determine whether the token matches a search index without being able to learn the keyword. Searchable encryption schemes can be distinguished between Symmetric Searchable Encryption (SSE) and Asymmetric Searchable Encryption (ASE) schemes. SSE schemes use the same secret key both for insertion and searching of data. In general, they are more efficient than ASE schemes and provide stronger security guarantees. They were first introduced by (Song et al., 2000) , where the authors provide a linear search capability over ciphertext -one of the few schemes that does not make use of indices. To speed up search, the scheme of Goh (Goh et al., 2003) uses indices that are created separately for every searchable data item, which enables efficient update. Improved search time can achieved by using an inverted index (see e.g. (Curtmola et al., 2006) ). A scheme that enables both efficient updates and optimal search time (linear in the number of documents that contain the keyword) is offered in a recent construction by Kamara et al. (Kamara et al., 2012) .
In contrast, ASE schemes use different keys for insertion and searching of data, which provides greater flexibility. However, the constructions of ASE schemes are generally less efficient than those of SSE schemes and provide weaker security guarantees. The first construction was given by Boneh et al. (Boneh et al., 2004) and is based on elliptic curve cryptography. Improved constructions were introduced in (Abdalla et al., 2005) . Unfortunately, ASE are generally susceptible to dictionary attacks against search tokens (see (Byun et al., 2006) ). This limits the application of ASE schemes to use case where keywords are either hard to guess or the keyword attack is tolerable.
THE Z-IDX SCHEME
For our implementation, we chose the Z-IDX searchable encryption scheme by (Goh et al., 2003) . As a symmetric scheme, it is not susceptible to dictionary attacks on search tokens like ASE schemes (see section 2). This scheme offers several desirable properties:
• Maturity. While the field of research in searchable encryption schemes is rather young, Goh's scheme was one of the earliest proposed. In contrast to more recent constructions, the scheme passed several years without the discovery of security flaws.
• Per-document Indexing. The Z-IDX scheme creates per-document indices. This property facilitates integration into existing DBMS.
• Standard Cryptographic Primitives. The cryptographic mechanisms used by Z-IDX are widely available in software libraries for most platforms.
In this section, we give an overview of Bloom Filters and how they are used to construct Gohs Z-IDX scheme.
Bloom Filters
The encrypted indices in Z-IDX make use of spaceefficient probabilistic data structures called bloom filters (Bloom, 1970) . For a set of elements E = {e 1 , ..., e n }, the set membership information is encoded in a bit array of length l. A number of r hash functions h 1 , ..., h r is selected that map every element of E to a number ∈ [1; l]. To store the set membership of an element e x in the filter, its hash value from every hash function h 1 , ..h r is calculated. These hash values h 1 (e x ), ..., h r (e x ) are used as index positions in the filter bit array. At every referenced index position, the bit in the array is set to 1. To test the set membership for an element e y , the procedure is similar: All hash values h 1 (e y ), ..., h r (e y ) are calculated and used as index positions in the filter bit array. If all positions in the array pointed to by the hash function values are set to 1, the element is assumed to be in the set.
. . .
... This design of bloom filters can produce false positives: If all corresponding array positions of an element e z were set to 1 by insertion of other elements, the bloom filter produces a false positive for e z . On the other hand, false negatives do not occur. The false positive rate of a bloom filter can be influenced by adjusting the size of the bit array and the number of hash functions used.
Gohs Secure Indexes
Based on bloom filters, Goh constructs a secure index scheme called Z-IDX (Goh et al., 2003) that allows encrypted keyword search. Like similar schemes, it does not replace other means of encryption but provides additional data structures for its functionality (see figure 1) . The scheme builds upon the abstraction of documents, which are the units of granularity for keyword search. Every document d i ∈ D can contain a number of keywords w ∈ W and is identified by a unique ID i ∈ I. Authorized clients hold a secret key K priv . The scheme is then defined by the following operations:
• Keygen(s) outputs a secret key K priv , where s is a variable security parameter.
• Trapdoor(K priv , w) outputs a trapdoor T w for keyword w using the secret key K priv .
• BuildIndex(d, K priv ) outputs an encrypted index for document d using the secret key K priv .
• SearchIndex(T w , d) takes a trapdoor for keyword w and tests for a match in the index of document d. If d contains w it outputs 1 and 0 otherwise.
Additionally, a pseudorandom function f : {0, 1} * × {0, 1} s → {0, 1} m is required. For a precise formal definition, e.g. with respect to bit string lengths, please see the original publication (Goh et al., 2003) . We also omit the step of adding blinding bits to the filter. To set up the scheme, security parameter s, a number of hash functions r and a index size m are chosen (for choice of m and r, see section 5.1). Then, a secret key is generated by the Keygen operation, so that K priv = (k1, ...., k r ) ← {0, 1} sr .
To create a search index for a document d with a set of keywords W d = {w 1 , ..., w x } ⊂ W , BuildIndex operation first creates an empty bloom filter with a bit array of length m. First, a trapdoor T w is calculated for every keyword w using the Trapdoor operation, so that T w = (t w 1 , ...,t w r ) = ( f (w, k 1 ), ..., f (w, k r )). This results in a set of trapdoors : Using the set of trapdoors T w 1 , ..., T w x and the id of the document d, the set of codewords C w 1 , ...,C w x is calculated. For every trapdoor T w the codeword C w is calculated so that C w = (c w 1 , ..., c w r ) = ( f (id,t w 1 ), ..., f (id,t w r )). Then, the filter of the document is populated by setting every bit position ti 1 that is referenced by the trapdoors: For every trapdoor C w , the bits at positions c w 1 , ..., c w r are set to 1 (see figure 2 ).
To query a collection of documents for a keyword w, the trapdoor T w is calculated using the Trapdoor operation and sent to the server. To test whether a document contains the keyword, the server calculates the codeword C w using the trapdoor T w and the document id. Using the trapdoor C w the server tests whether all bit at positions c w 1 , ..., c w r are set to 1. If so, the document is sent back to the client as a match. This process is applied to all documents in the collection. In the Z-IDX scheme, a separate index data structure is created per document. This accounts for a search time that is linear over the number of documents, but facilitates the administration of secure indices, as they can be created stored alongside the documents. This makes the addition or removal of documents a simple operation.
From a more technical perspective, the above steps can be described and implemented using a keyed hash function such as HMAC-SHA1 (Krawczyk et al., 1997) , which is also used in our implementation (see section 4). In a first step, a keyword w is hashed with all elements of the secret key k 1 , ..., k r to obtain the trapdoor vector. The elements of the trapdoor vector are each hashed again together with the document identifier id to obtain the codeword vector. Each of the codeword vector elements is used as an index position to set a bit in the bloom filter bit array to 1.
SEARCHABLE ENCRYPTION IN MongoDB
To evaluate the practical usability of searchable encryption, we integrated the Z-IDX scheme into the document oriented database MongoDB. In this section, we explain why we chose MongoDB, present the architecture of our prototype, introduce new commands for secure keyword search and present implementation details.
Selection of a Database System
While the searchable encryption scheme Z-IDX can be used standalone, its practical usability and performance under realistic workloads can only be evaluated if the scheme is used in conjunction with other means of encryption and data handling. To do this, we integrated Z-IDX into an existing DBMS. The choice of a DBMS has to correspond to the basic properties of the Z-IDX scheme -exact keyword matching as a search mechanism and the notion of documents as the basic units of granularity for searching.
To select a DBMS, we considered different database paradigms: The most widespread type of databases are relational databases -most of them supporting the Structured Query Language (SQL). This type of database has a long development history and offers features such as transactional security, clustering techniques and master-slave-configurations to ensure availability. The SQL language allows detailed queries, where specific data fields in the database can be selected and returned base on complex criteria based on structure or data field values and logical combinations thereof. The expressive power of the SQL language goes far beyond simple keyword search. It is therefore difficult to isolate queries that can make use of searchable encryption. Additionally, the fine-grained selection of data fields does not correspond well to the document-oriented approach of searchable encryption.
Besides relational databases, other database types have been developed under the umbrella term of NoSQL databases. A very minimalistic approach are key-value stores (e.g. Redis, Dynamo): They omit many of the features known from SQL databases in favor of simplicity and performance. However, the complexity of data structures is severely limited. This makes storing documents and associated indices difficult or impossible. Document-oriented databases, however, are wellsuited to implement searchable encryption. As the name suggests, data is organized in containers called documents as opposed to tables in relational databases. These documents are the units of granularity for search operations and can contain complex data structures without adhering to a schema definition. As this approach corresponds well to the properties of searchable encryption schemes, we chose to add searchable encryption features to the open-source document-oriented database MongoDB.
Floratou et al. (Floratou et al., 2012) compare MongoDB to Microsoft SQL Server. They show that relational databases may have better query performance. However, MongoDB is optimized for storing data records across multiple machines and offers efficient load balancing, which makes it more suitable for cloud-based applications. Furthermore, the increasing use of NoSQL databases in real world applications lead to an increasing demand for enhancing these databases with privacy technologies such as searchable encryption.
Extended MongoDB Commands
As MongoDB is a document-oriented database, a document is the primary unit of abstraction for organization of data. A document does not adhere to a fixed schema and can store data in a JSON-like fashion of field-value pairs. Like in JSON, documents support a number of primitive data types (e.g. integer, String) and a data structures like arrays. All of these data structures can be nested. In addition to standard JSON, MongoDB can also store binary data in fields.
Documents in MongoDB are stored in collections, these, in turn, are stored in a database. The prime commands for data handling in collections are insert() and find(). They accept a document as a parameter. To make searchable encryption explicitly available, we introduced two additional commands:
• The insertSecure() can be used to insert documents into a collection using searchable encryption. Using this command, every array of strings in the document is removed and its content used as keywords. The contained strings are inserted into a Z-IDX filter or encrypted search. Every other datatype remains untouched.
• The findSecure() command triggers encrypted search over all documents of a collection. As a parameter, it takes a keyword embedded in a document, e.g.: findSecure({keyword: 'foo'})
Architecture and Implementation
To integrate searchable encryption into MongoDB, we chose to add the extended functionality to the server and the command line client. An overview of the architecture of MongoDB server and client is given in figure 3 . In theory, it is possible to add searchable encryption to MongoDB modifying only the client but not the server. However, this leads to a disproportionately high increase in communication overhead as per-document operations would have to be carried out on the client, each requiring the transmission of the documents Z-IDX data structures. The MongoDB command line client is comprised of a JavaScript shell that uses a core driver written in C++. The client connects to the server, which is also written in C++. To provide searchable encryption functionality, we implemented the Z-IDX scheme (see section 3) and additional helper functions in a separate module that is compiled both into the server and the C++ driver of the client (Z-IDX Module, see figure 3 ). As suggested by Goh, we apply data compression (zlib) to the index data structures before transmission over the network. As these data structures are very sparse, the compression works very effectively and the additional compute overhead is easily outweighed by reduced transmission times in most settings.
To integrate the functionality, we made the following modifications: The JavaScript shell is modified to read the secret key information from a file, which has to be passed as a parameter at startup. If a secure search or insert request is identified, the request is modified to include the secret key information. This information is stored in a dedicated _zidx field in the query. After this, the request is passed to the clients' C++ driver. The C++ driver is modified to recognize queries that contain Z-IDX key information injected by the JavaScript shell. For inserts, a Z-IDX filter is built and populated with the contained strings of every string array in the document. Subsequently, the string arrays and the key information are removed and the command is passed on to the server. For a search query, the C++ driver uses the key to compute trapdoors for every search keyword. The trapdoors are inserted, the key is removed and the query is passed on to the server. The MongoDB server is modified to process the search queries. For the trapdoors of a search query, the server generates the corresponding codewords using the document id. These codewords are then checked against the bloom filters of a document to test for a match. This architecture and implementation makes searchable encryption available without affecting non-encrypted use of the database, as regular MongoDB commands are processed as expected.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The use of encrypted search functionality introduces an overhead in computation, storage and data transmission. Since speed and throughout are critical factors for databases, we present performance measurements of our approach in this section. The figures allow to evaluate the practicability of searchable encryption in databases for real-life scenarios.
To assess the performance impact of our approach, we ran insert and search queries in encrypted and unencrypted settings under various parameters settings (dictionary size, false positive rate) and analyzed the memory footprint of the additional data structures of Z-IDX. To avoid synthetic test data, we chose the publicly available Enron corpus -a collection of emails which we use as documents. All benchmarks were run on a Intel Core i5-3470 machine with 8GB main memory, running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS.
Memory Footprint of Z-IDX Filters
As the encrypted filters are added to every document, they add overhead to communication and storage footprint. They are therefore a crucial factor that influences the performance of a database using this scheme.
The size of these data structures is determined by the desired false positive rate f p and the number of unique keywords to be represented by the filters n. From the false positive rate f p , the number of hash functions r is determined by calculating r = −log 2 ( f p ). From r, the number of bits m in the filter can be determined by calculating m = nr/ln2 . In practice, these data structures can become quite large. This is especially unfavourable in settings with large numbers n of distinct keywords and small document sizes, as the filter sizes can easily exceed the size of the original documents.
To improve the efficiency of the scheme, data compression can be used on the filters (as suggested by Goh). While filter compression decreases storage and communication overhead, it also introduces additional steps of computation on the client and server side: Upon document insertion, filters have to be compressed and decompressed for every search operation. This represents a tradeoff between data size and computational overhead.
To investigate this issue, we first tested the effectiveness of compression on indexes. In practice, these filters are bit array that contain mostly 0's and sparsely distributed 1's (depending on the number of contained keywords). To determine the achievable compression ratio, we used a set of 1000 documents from the Enron corpus containing 127.5 keywords on average. Assuming a set of 100000 distinct keywords and a false positive rate of 0.0001% leads to an uncompressed filter size of 252472 bytes. We implemented the compression of filters using the free zlib 1 compression library. Using the zlib standard compression strategy, the average compression ratio achieved is 0.02 with the given parameters. Using a run-length encoding strategy that exploits the sparse property of the filters, compression becomes even more effective with an average compression ratio of 0.0154. This means that using compression, filter sizes can be considerably reduced in size (here: to 1.54% of their original size, average size of compressed filters 3889 bytes).
Our benchmarking results show that using filter compression dramatically speeds up database operations even over fast network connections (100 Mbit/s speed). This means that the overhead for data compression is by far outweighed by the advantage in network transmission speed due to smaller filters. Therefore, we use RLE-based filter compression as a default in all subsequent measurements. It can be observed that the size of compressed filters is closely correlated with the number of represented keywords (see figure 4) : Documents with few keywords have small compressed filters while more keywords produce larger sizes. This means that a trade-off of the Z-IDX scheme is mitigated: To accommodate large sets of distinct keywords without false-positives, large filter sizes are required. These large filters take up of large amounts of memory -even for small documents with few or no keywords at all. However, using compression, filter sizes can be generously chosen as compressed filters remain compact, depending on the number of keywords in the document. In fact, using the settings above, compressed filter sizes are 3389 bytes on average. When increasing the number of unique keywords from 100000 to a million (tenfold) , the average size is only 6648 bytes on average (only a twofold increase).
Query Performance
To assess the performance of the scheme, we evaluated insert and search performance of our Z-IDX implementation embedded in MongoDB. To obtain realistic results, we tested our setup under two different network profiles: The LAN profile corresponds to the typical properties of a wired local network (2ms ping, 100 Mbit/s), the WAN profile corresponds to the properties of a domestic internet connection in Germany (20ms ping, 10 Mbit/s). For reference, the same benchmarks were also conducted with a Localhost profile, where the network delays are essentially nonexistent. The LAN and WAN profiles were generated by using network link conditioning on the machines' loopback network device, using Linux' tc command. All benchmarks were conducted using a false positive rate of 0.001 and a maximum dictionary size of 10000.
Insert Query Performance. To assess the performance of insert queries, we inserted a collection of 10000 documents from the Enron corpus in batches of 100. We ran every insert query 100 times and took the mean as our measurement value. The results for these queries in the Localhost, LAN and WAN profiles for encrypted and unencrypted operation are shown in figure 5 . The longer duration of encrypted operation is explained by the additional steps required on the client: Before submission of a document, a Z-IDX filter has to be created using the document's keywords and the document content has to be encrypted. The Z-IDX filter introduces data which slightly increases the time of data transmission. On the server, no additional steps have to be executed on insert. Our experiments show that the performance penalty for encryption in insert queries is indeed moderate: In the Localhostand LAN-settings, the insert time is about doubled compared to the unencrypted setting. In the WAN setting, where network performance has a larger effect, the duration of encrypted and unencrypted insert queries are nearly the same.
Search Query Performance To determine the performance of search queries, we issued a search query with a randomly chosen keyword on the same document collection as used in the insert queries. We ran every search query 100 times and took the mean as our measurement value. The results for these queries in the Localhost, LAN and WAN profiles for encrypted and unencrypted operation are shown in figure 6 . The duration of encrypted search queries is increased significantly compared to unencrypted operation, due to a fundamental difference between search implementation: Searching in an unencrypted database is usually carried out using an inverted index, where the matching documents for a given keyword can be looked up with linear complexity (O(1)). In encrypted operation using the Z-IDXscheme, search complexity is linear in the number of documents in the collection (O(n), n=number of documents). As a result, the unencrypted search time is very small (0,13 ms in the Localhost setting, 2,32 ms LAN, 20,37 ms WAN) when compared to encrypted operation and mainly determined by the network latency. In contrast, encrypted searches took around half a second (≈ 530 ms), with little variation depending on network performance, as only little data had to be transmitted.
Implications for Practical Use
Our measurements have shown that the performance penalty for using the Z-IDX searchable encryption scheme in a database is very unevenly distributed: While the performance penalty for insert queries is almost negligible in under realistic conditions (WAN profile), the penalty for search queries is tremendous by comparison. At the same time, the query performance varies greatly depending on collection size (linear effort) and filter parameters: A search query on a 10000-documents-collection in our experiments took between 219 ms ( f p = 0.01, n = 1000) and 4612 ms ( f p = 0.0001, n = 100000).
SECURITY
The motivation for using searchable encryption schemes such as Z-IDX is to protect the confidentiality of information that is stored on untrusted infrastructures (e.g. cloud providers). In this section, we give a qualitative evaluation of the security implications when searchable encryption schemes are used to search over encrypted data stored on a remote server. This security evaluation is generally applicable to searchable encryption schemes that correspond to the abstract model given in section 6 and therefore not specific to Goh's Z-IDX scheme (Goh et al., 2003) , unless explicitly noted otherwise.
The security of computer systems constituted by the attributes of confidentiality, integrity and availability (as defined in the ITSEC criteria (ITSEC, 1991) , see also (Avizienis et al., 2004) ). As the purpose of searchable encryption is to protect the searched keywords from being disclosed to unauthorized parties, we focus our evaluation on the property of data confidentiality of search keywords.
Abstract System Model. For the security evaluation, we assume a setup as shown in figure 7 (see also (Islam et al., 2012) ). A server holds a set of n documents Doc 1 , . . . , Doc n . It also holds an encrypted data structure which contains a mapping for every keyword w ∈ W to all documents containing w. To query the encrypted index, the client generates a trapdoor T w and sends it to the server over the network. Using this trapdoor, the server can determine all documents that contain keyword w and sends them back to the client over the network. The mapping between keywords and trapdoors w → T w is deterministic, i.e. under the same encryption key there exists exactly one trapdoor T w for every keyword w. These properties apply to most symmetric searchable encryption schemes. Attacker Model. Attacks to learn the plaintext of keywords and their association with encrypted documents can generally be undertaken in any part of the architecture. Attacks on the client are the the most dangerous, as clients hold the cryptographic key and handle unencrypted information. We assume authorized users on these clients to be trustworthy. For the operator of the network link and the server we assume a honest-but-curious attacker model (see e.g. (Lindell et al., 2008) ) : These operators will generally execute programs and transmit information correctly and faithfully, but can record arbitrary information and perform additional calculations on it. Under this adversarial model, data confidentiality is challenged while integrity and availability are not affected.
Threats to Keyword Confidentiality
To illustrate the threats to the confidentiality of keywords in the system we use the ADTree model (Attack-Defense-Trees, see Bagnato et al., 2012) ), which build upon the concept of attack trees (Schneier, 1999) . Attack trees are used to model the threats to a specific security property of a system and their logical interdependencies. Individual threats are represented as leaves of the tree and are connected by AND and OR operators to the root of the tree, which represents a specific security property. The attack of the system that corresponds to a specific threat is indicated in the model by assigning a boolean TRUE value of the node in the tree. If a combination of attacks results in a propagation of a TRUE value to the root node the security property is considered to be breached. By evaluating the attack tree, sets of possible attacks can be derived. The ADTree model extends attack trees by introducing and explicitly modeling countermeasures, which can be employed to mitigate or prevent attacks. In figure 8 , an ADTree shows threats for keywords confidentiality in searchable encryption schemes and ac- cording countermeasures. Attacks to learn keywords can be undertaken on the client, on the network and the server which holds the encrypted index. In the following sections, we discuss the relevance and implications of the shown threats and their countermeasures.
Attacks on the Client
Attacks on the client are potentially severe as the client handles plaintext data and holds the cryptographic key for the searchable encryption scheme. By obtaining the key, an attacker can uncover documentkeyword associations by generating valid queries and launching a dictionary attack against either the server or against intercepted trapdoors. Theft of data or keys cannot by authorized users cannot be prevented. However, in our attacker model, we assume the authorized users to be trustworthy. To protect the assets of the client systems against unauthorized users, different methods can be employed: Physical security measures can prevent unauthorized users from getting physical access to client machines. The security mechanisms of the clients operating system can ensure that only authorized users can log onto the machines directly or via network. Finally, data on the clients mass storage can be protected by hard disk encryption.
Network Data Sniffing
Interception of data exchanged by searchable encryption protocols could threaten the confidentiality of keywords as statistical properties of the trapdoorkeywords-associations can be exploited (for more detail, see section 6.4). If general security flaws of the underlying scheme become known, these could also be exploited. Data sniffing on the network can however easily be prevented by encryption of network traffic between client and server (e.g. by using Transport Layer Security).
Attacks on the Server
In general, threats that originate from network data sniffing also exist on the server, as the entire communication of the scheme is observable. However, as the searchable encryption scheme has to be processed on the server (i.e. matching of trapdoors to documents), an additional layer of encryption is not an option. In addition, the server also has direct access to the encrypted index, which could make attacks targeting this data structure very efficient. As the server can also monitor the program execution, side-channel attacks are theoretically possible (e.g. timing attacks).
In the following, we discuss the implications of these threats.
Attacks to the Encryption Scheme. The confidentiality of the keywords depends on the trust in the chosen underlying searchable encryption scheme. In the first place, it is desirable to use algorithms that are openly published and examined by cryptographic experts. In general, searchable encryption schemes are an active field of research, with many constructions from the recent past (see section 2) that need more evaluation before they can be considered mature. The Z-IDX scheme by Goh is among the oldest searchable schemes with no general attacks to the scheme published. The construction of the scheme is based on keyed hash functions, which are well examined and proved cryptographic tools (HMAC SHA-1 (Krawczyk et al., 1997) ). The scheme fulfills three security properties suggested by (Song et al., 2000) : It supports hidden queries as the generated trapdoors do not reveal the keyword. Valid trapdoors cannot be generated without possession of the secret key (controlled searching). Both properties are ensured by using a keyed hash function. Finally, the scheme fulfills the property of query isolation which means that the server learns nothing more than the set of matching documents about a query. This security property is formalized as the IND-CKA (Semantic Security Against Adaptive Chosen Keyword Attack) property: An adversary is given two documents D 0 and D 1 and an index which encodes the keywords of one of these documents. If the adversary cannot determine which documents keywords are encoded in the index with a probability significantly better than 1 2 the index is considered IND-CKA-secure. To the best of our knowledge, no attacks that break IND-CKA-security of the Z-IDX scheme have been published to date.
Statistical Inference. Attacks using statistical inference are a possible against all searchable encryption schemes that follow the basic model outlined in section 6. The threat of these attack is not based on weaknesses in the cryptographic constructions of searchable encryption schemes but is a direct consequence of the basic characteristics of such schemes. Under the same secret key K priv , a keyword w is always mapped to the same trapdoor T w . This allows the server to observe tuples (w, {D w 1 , ..., D w m }), i.e. combinations of encrypted queries and the set of matching documents, which leak statistical information: The sever can learn the frequency of certain queries as they occur over time and learn about the occurrence and frequency of distinct keywords in the document collection. While statistical information does not directly reveal keywords, it can be exploited to infer the semantics or plaintext of keyword using background knowledge about the data exchanged in the system. When handling medical data for example, very accurate assumptions about the prevalence of a specific medical condition among a population can be made using public sources of information. If this prevalence is expressed using a keyword and no other keyword in the document set possesses the same frequency, it is easy to infer the meaning of this keyword. While the given example might be trivial, statistical attack can pose a serious threat to the confidentiality of keywords. We review two practical attacks that have been published: Search Pattern Leakage in Searchable Encryption: Attacks and New Constructions. (Liu et al., 2013) propose an attack based on the frequency of search patterns. The salient feature of the approach is that the frequency f q at which a keyword q occurs is sampled over time, resulting in a frequency vector V q = {V 1 q , ...,V p q } for a specific keyword. Background knowledge for a dictionary of keywords D = {w 1 , ..., w m } is drawn from external sources (the authors propose Google Trends) and represented as frequency vectors V = {V w 1 , ...,V w m }. To infer the plaintext of a keyword, a distance measuring function Dist(V,V w i ) is used to determine the vector ∈ V with the smallest distance to V q -the corresponding keyword is then assumed to be q. The attack is amended by an active approach, where the background knowledge is adapted to a specific scenario (e.g. healthcare) to improve accuracy. To test the accuracy of their attack, they use frequency vectors obtained from Google Trends for the 52 weeks of the year 2011 and add varying levels of gaussian noise to simulate user queries. They show that under certain circumstances (e.g. keyword dictionary size of 1000, limited level of noise) it is easy to guess the keyword with a very high accuracy. They also present mitigation strategies, which are based on inserting random keywords along with every query, but do not consider the actual document matching on the server.
Access Pattern Disclosure on Searchable Encryption: Ramification, Attack and Mitigation. (Islam et al., 2012) propose a statistical attack which is based on the frequency at which keywords appear in the document set. As background knowledge, information about the probability of two keywords occurring in the same document is assumed. This information can be obtained by scanning public document sources for a dictionary keywords k 1 , ..., k m . It is represented by a m × m matrix M, where M i, j contains the probability of keywords k i and k j occurring in the same document. The attacker then tries to find an order of encrypted queries q 1 , ..., q m whose results set produce another matrix which is similar to M. This sequence that produces the matrix most similar to M is considered the result of the attack and reveals keywords by aligning the vectors of queries and keywords so that q x corresponds to m x . The problem can be formalized by expressing the closeness between matrices as an arithmetic distance. The authors use simulated annealing to determine a keyword sequence that minimizes this distance. The quality of the attack is the percentage of keywords that are guessed correctly. This percentage is improved if the background knowledge also includes a set of known query-trapdoor associations -this is however not required. With 15% known queries of 150 observed queries, their attack was able to infer close to 100% of a set of 500 keywords correctly. To counteract the presented attack, they also suggest the insertion of noise to hide statistical properties of the query-document associations. Encrypted index structures are considered (α, 0)-secure if for every keyword there are α − 1 keywords that appear in the same set of documentslimiting an attackers probability of correctly inferring a keyword to 1 α at best.
Implications for Practical Use
The threat model in section 6.1 shows that attacks on the confidentiality are possible in every part of the system. However, as shown in the previous sections, attacks by unauthorized users on the client and the network can effectively mitigated by access control and encryption. The most relevant threat is the possibility of inferring keywords by exploiting statistical properties that can be observed by monitoring queries. The threat posed by statistical inference attacks depends strongly on the set of keywords and their distribution in the document set. Statistical inference attacks are only a minor concern if the individual key-words exhibit very similar statistical properties, e.g. serial numbers that are evenly distributed across documents. However, attributes with statistical properties that could be available as background knowledge (e.g. medical diagnoses) to an attacker need to be treated with great caution and might require noise insertion.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we evaluated the practical usability of searchable encryption for data archives in the cloud, illustrated by embedding an implementation of Goh's searchable encryption scheme into MongoDB. We found that the use of compression on the additional data structures keeps the data size at tolerable levels and relative to the number of embedded search keywords. Performance benchmarks revealed that for insert operations under typical network parameters, the additional overhead for insert operations is negligible compared to unencrypted operation. Search queries however exhibit a considerable impact for encrypted operation, as search operations are linear to the number of documents in Goh's scheme. However, the measured durations of encrypted queries could be acceptable for interactive use where the added security is required. To evaluate the security properties of searchable encryption, we presented threats to keyword confidentiality as an attack-defense-tree model, which applies to most searchable encryption schemes. The most relevant threat comes from inference attacks, which are possible if the keywords exhibit strong statistical properties which can be extracted using background knowledge. In such cases, noise insertion techniques can be used to mitigate such attacks. Further research could investigate the performance more recent constructions of searchable encryption schemes with constant search complexity (e.g. (Kamara et al., 2012) ) and schemes that provide extended search capabilities, such as range queries (see e.g. (Boneh and Waters, 2007; Wang et al., 2011) ).
